DNA bending induced by the archaebacterial histone-like protein MC1.
The conformational changes induced by the binding of the histone-like protein MC1 to DNA duplexes have been analyzed by dark-field electron microscopy and polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Visualisation of the DNA molecules by electron microscopy reveals that the binding of MC1 induces sharp kinks. Linear DNA duplexes (176 bp) which contained a preferential site located at the center were used for quantitative analysis. Measurements of the angle at the center of all duplexes, at a fixed DNA concentration, as a function of the MC1 concentration, were very well fitted by a simple model of an isotropic flexible junction and an equilibrium between the two conformations of DNA with bound or unbound MC1. This model amounts to double-folded Gaussian distributions and yields an equilibrium deflection angle of theta0=116 degrees for the DNA with bound MC1. It allowed measurements of the fraction of DNA with bound MC1 to be taken as a function of MC1 concentrations and yields an equilibrium dissociation constant of Kd=100 nM. It shows that the flexibility of DNA is reduced by the binding of MC1 and the formation of a kink. The equilibrium dissociation constant value was corroborated by gel electrophoresis. Control of the model by the computation of the reduced chi2 shows that the measurements are consistent and that electron microscopy can be used to quantify precisely the DNA deformations induced by the binding of a protein to a preferential site.